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Year 9 Bulletin 
 
Dear Year 9 Families, 
 
Normally when I am in my office, I have a 
timetable on the wall with all the classes I 
teach and the duties I have.  I have colour-
coded it, and I am very proud of the way the 
bright colours create a sort of mosaic that 
reminds me of how different and interesting 
each day is. 
 
This week in my student video bulletin, I 
spoke about how lockdown has left us in a 
sort of ‘Dream Time’, as the Aboriginal 
Australians would call it.  Every day appears 
remarkably like the last, including the 
remarkably un-broken run of sunny weather 
we have been enjoying. 
 
‘To be or not to be’ is how Hamlet puts it, as 
he ponders not on ending it all, but on seizing 
the opportunities that life throws at us.  This 
week in Ms Thornley’s Assembly on Mental 
Health, Mr W Taylor spoke movingly of 
growing up in a time of civil unrest in Sierra 
Leone, and of the home learning that helped 
turn his life around.  He concluded that 
students should take advantage of this time, 
as it may help them to understand how they 
best learn. 
 
I’d like to pay credit to the Year 9 student 
who I praised by saying that lockdown must 
agree with him, because he’d been producing 
the best work, in quantity and quality, that 
I’d seen from him all year. He responded that 

he will be coming back to school with ‘a 
better aspect’, and now understood how he 
could really improve his learning. 
 
Nevertheless, as I said in my video, the sands 
of time inexorably flow through the hour  
glass, even though for many of our Year 9’s it 
must seem as though it is moving slowly. 
 
I hope that the introduction of the 9.5 
curriculum, and the ability to focus on the 
subjects that really matter to them after half-
term, will give them a new sense of purpose 
and the realisation that life and learning are 
moving forward. 
 
To prove that the work that they do is still 
noticed and appreciated, here are some 
shout outs from their teachers: 
 
Achievement 
 
Ms Whiteside praises her form group for 
‘living in the moment’ with activities that 
include a virtual art class, a weekly webinar 
on cyber security, zoom sessions with friends, 
setting up a self-made mini-gym at home, 
reading 'Lord of the Flies' and 'The Catcher in 
the Rye', daily exercise with Joe Wicks and 
speaking only in French at home. 
 
Ms Barrett has sent this wonderful 
calligraphy by Perla Di Pierro Demetilla, along 
with lots of other lovely work I don’t have 
space for. 
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Special praise also goes to Hannah Rix, Lizzie 
Alderson and Stella McDowell for their 
fantastic EPQ projects from Ms Barham, Ms 
Yarker and Mr J Taylor.  I thought Hannah 
treated the subject of Young Adult fiction 
with a seriousness that it doesn’t always 
receive and proved that she has a future in 
academic writing if she chooses.  I 
particularly enjoyed Lizzie’s project on 
Alexander Hamilton since I am currently 
reading his biography by Ron Chernow – I 
can’t believe it’s been weeks of lockdown 
and I’m still only at 49% on the Kindle! 
 
Ms Kosch sends a shout out to Sam Fuller 
who has completed 10 MyMaths tasks over 
the past month, and always achieved over 
70%, often 100%. 
 
Ms Zebrowski wants a mention for Zara 
Maclachlan and Alice Gough, who have been 
keeping her informed of the dishes they have 
been cooking at home to keep their families’ 
spirits up, and who wonderfully illustrate the 
theme of ‘empathy’ which so many students 
were showing in Mr Thorne’s Assembly last 
week. 
 
The prize for ‘going that little bit further’ 
goes to Josh Jones, who was only asked to 
draw a diagram of a Vietcong Tunnel, but 
instead created this brilliant Lego world, and 
brought a smile to Ms Fenton’s face - and 
mine as well. 
 

 

A special shout out goes to Abhiraj Benydin 
who won Nutty Tilez in his class, whilst 
Nicholas Fleming and Adam Hadbouali 
deserve special mention because they have 
reached level 20 on Nutty Tilez this week, 
which apparently is higher than many in Year 
10.   If you understand that, you probably 
understand more than I do about Fortnite!  
 
Finally, praise for the Year Group as a whole 
from Mr Evans: ‘I can rarely recall a year 
group which has come on so much in such a 
short period of time from Year 8 to Year 9. 
The Year 9 class I taught were enthusiastic, 
motivated, engaged, smart and really 
charming. It was an absolute privilege to 
teach them.’ 
 
Announcements 
 
As a result of the 9.5 reorganisation, Mr 
Mojid informs us that his two Year 9 classes 
will now be taught by the ‘wonderful Mr 
Gilmore’.  He wishes you all the best and 
hopes that you will ‘keep working hard, 
talking less and challenging yourselves’. 
 
Ms Merrington would like to give a gentle 
reminder to her students that they can 
continue to study Latin as an extra GCSE next 
year, as long as they are doing the work on 
Google Classroom! 
 
And finally, here’s a 
picture from Oscar, 
who is spending his 
time with snakes! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Mr Golding 
Head of Year 9 
 
 
 


